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Formation of a heavy quasiparticle state in the two-band Hubbard model

H. Kusunose*
Department of Physics, Tohoku University, Sendai, 980-8578, Japan

S. Yotsuhashi and K. Miyake
Department of Physical Science, Osaka University, Toyonaka, 560-8531, Japan

~Received 21 April 2000!

A realization of a heavy fermion state is investigated on the basis of a two-band Hubbard model. By means
of the slave-boson mean-field approximation, it is shown that for the intermediate electron density,ne51.5, the
interband Coulomb repulsionU strongly emphasizes initially the small difference between bands, and easily
stabilizes integral valence in the lower band. As a result, a strong renormalization takes place in the lower band
and the mixing strength between two bands. It gives rise to a sharp peak at the Fermi level in the quasiparticle
density of states, as that obtained in the periodic Anderson model. In contrast to a simple insight that the
Hund’s-rule couplingJ reduces the characteristic energy, it turns out to be almost irrelevant to the renormal-
ization forJ,U. The required conditions are suitable for LiV2O4, an observed heavy fermion compound in a
transition metal oxide.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The recent discovery of heavy fermion behavior
LiV 2O4 ~Ref. 1! uncovers the latent possibilities of explorin
Kondo physics in the latticed-electron systems, which i
restricted so far tof-electron systems containing lanthani
or actinide atoms.2,3 The heavy fermion behavior has bee
widely observed in various measurements, such as spe
heat,4 susceptibility,5 7Li and 51V NMR,6,7 mSR,1,8 thermal
expansion,9 quasielastic neutron scattering,10 resistivity,11

and so on.12,13 The low-energy physics is characterized
the large mass enhancement in the specific-heat coeffic
g;0.21 J/V mol K2 with the Sommerfeld-Wilson ratioRW
;1.71. The characteristic temperature of Kondo or spin fl
tuation is estimated asT* ;30 K. With an elevated tem
perature, the magnetic susceptibility approximately follo
the Curie-Weiss law,C/(T2u), where the Curie constantC
is consistent with aV14 spin S5 1

2 with g factor 2.23, and
the negative Weiss temperature (u5263 K) is familiar to
f-electron heavy fermions.

Several band-structure calculations have been mad
present.14–17 They have revealed that the octahedral coor
nation of the oxygen ions around the V atom causes the la
splitting of d states intot2g and eg orbitals. The partially
filled t2g bands can be described roughly by V-V hoppin
and they are well separated by the filled O-2p bands and the
empty eg bands. Eyertet al. suggest the specific-heat e
hancement comes from spin fluctuations with the magn
order suppressed by the geometric frustration.14 In similar
context, spin fluctuation nearby a magnetically unsta
point in Li12xZnxV2O4 is discussed by Fujiwaraet al.7,18,19

On the other hand, an attempt to map onto the conv
tional periodic Anderson model~PAM! is pointed out by
Johnston and co-workers4–6 and Anisimovet al.15 In the re-
alistic treatment of the trigonal symmetry crystal field, trip
degeneratet2g orbitals split into the nondegenerateA1g and
doubly degenerateEg representations of theD3d group.
Their assertion is that due to the Coulomb interaction am
PRB 620163-1829/2000/62~7!/4403~5!/$15.00
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d electrons, one electron of thed1.5 configuration is localized
into the A1g orbital and the rest partially fills a relativel
broad conduction band made fromEg orbitals.

The idea seems to resolve the enormous differences f
the isostructural LiTi2O4, which has 0.5d electrons per Ti
atom. It shows the relativelyT-independent Pauli paramag
netism in susceptibility and the superconducting state be
Tc513.7 K, which is well described by the BCS theory.20,21

The related discussion is also made by Varma.22

Nevertheless, it is not easy for thed electron to be local-
ized because of the much larger spatial extent ofd orbitals
than of f orbitals, unless theA1g orbital is located much
deeper than theEg band. In other words, the use of the PA
has no solid ground contrary to a naive expectation. Mo
over, the intraband Coulomb repulsion does not work eff
tively to make heavy mass since each electron favors to p
in different orbitals rather than in the same ones.

In this paper we clarify how a heavily renormalized qu
siparticle ground state is realized in the two-band Hubb
model, leading to a somewhat different physical picture fro
that argued in Ref. 15. By using the slave-boson mean-fi
approximation,23,24 we discuss the importance of the inte
band Coulomb repulsion in making one of thed electrons
technically localized and providing a situation similar to th
given by the PAM. Since the geometric frustration is e
pected to prevent a long-range order, we restrict our atten
to a paramagnetic ground state. At the same time, we a
about LiTi2O4 as the case of smaller electron density,ne
50.5.

II. MODEL AND FORMULATION

Let us start with a two-band Hubbard model, which m
capture the broadEg band ~called A) with the width 2 eV
and the narrowA1g band~calledB) with the width 1 eV. The
latter is located 0.1 eV lower than the former due to t
trigonal distortion. Thed-d Coulomb interactions and th
Hund’s-rule coupling are estimated as 3 eV and 1 e
4403 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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respectively.15 The mixing strength between bands must
much smaller than the width of both bands. The Hamilton
is given by

H5(
kls

@~ekl1El2m!ckls
† ckls1vckls

† ck l̄s#1H int ,

H int5(
i l

Ulnil ↑nil ↓1U(
iab

ciAa
† ciAaciBb

† ciBb

2
J

4 (
iabgd

ciAa
† ciAbciBg

† ciBdsW ab•sW gd . ~1!

The first term denotes the kinetic energy of conduction e
trons for bandsl, in which El56D/2 for A andB bands,D
being the trigonal splitting, andm the chemical potential
The second is a mixing strength between bands and ik
dependence is neglected for simplicity. The intraband
interband Coulomb interactionsUl and U as well as the
Hund’s-rule couplingJ at the sitei are considered inH int ,
where the intraband Coulomb interactions are set byUA
5UB5` for simplicity.

To solve this Hamiltonian, we introduce slave-bos
fields for d0-d2 states at each site. We associate a bosoei
for d0 state,pil s for d1 states, anddiSSz

for d2 states labeled

by their spin states, (S,Sz), respectively. For the uniform
solution of the mean-field approximation, we replace th
bosons by site-independentc numbers. Assuming the para
magnetic ground state, five bosons,e5ei , pA5piAs , pB
5piBs , d05d00, andd15d1Sz

, are involved in the calcula
tion.

The completeness relation ford0-d2 states is given by

I 2150, I[e212(
l

pl
21d0

213d1
2 . ~2!

Since the probabilities for the singlet and the triplet states
given byd0

2 and 3d1
2, respectively, the two-body interaction

are rewritten in terms of bosons as

H int
MF/N5U~d0

213d1
2!2

3

4
J~d1

22d0
2!, ~3!

whereN is the number of sites. The each species of electr
must satisfy the constraint at each site,

cil s
† cil s2Ql50, Ql[pl

21
1

2
~d0

213d1
2!. ~4!

In this slave-boson scheme,23 the hopping term is sup
pressed as

ckls
† ckls→qlckls

† ckls , ckAs
† ckBs→qckAs

† ckBs , ~5!

where the renormalization factorsql andq are given by

ql5 z̃l
2 , q5AqAqB, z̃l5Ql

21/2zl~12Ql !
21/2, ~6!

zl5e pl1
1

2
~d013d1!pl̄ . ~7!
n

-

d

e

re

s

Note that the Gutzwiller correctionQl
21/2(12Ql)

21/2 is nec-
essary to reproduce the noninteracting limit.23,25

Finally, we obtain the mean-field free energy per site w
two Lagrange multipliersl andl l ,

FMF/N52
2

bN (
k

(
m

6

ln~11e2b(Ẽkm2m)!

1H int
MF/N1l~ I 21!22(

l
l lQl , ~8!

where the bonding and the antibonding (m57) quasiparti-
cle bands are given by

Ẽkm5
1

2
@ j̃kA1 j̃kB1mA~ j̃kA2 j̃kB!214ṽ2#,

j̃kl[qlekl1El1l l , ṽ[qv. ~9!

The width of the bandl and the mixing strength are reno
malized by factorsql andq, respectively. The position of the
bands are moved up by an amountl l .

Minimizing the free energy with respect to five boso
and two Lagrange multipliers, the set of self-consistent eq
tions are obtained as follows:

e212(
l

pl
21d0

213d1
22150, ~10!

n̄l22Fpl
21

1

2
~d0

213d1
2!G50, ~11!

(
l

ē l

2

]ql

]e
1v r̄

]q

]e
1le50, ~12!

(
l

ē l

2

]ql

]pl 8

1v r̄
]q

]pl 8

22~l l 82l!pl 850, ~13!

(
l

ē l

2

]ql

]d0
1v r̄

]q

]d0
1S T02(

l
l l1l Dd050, ~14!

(
l

ē l

2

]ql

]d1
1v r̄

]q

]d1
13S T12(

l
l l1l Dd150, ~15!

ne2(
l

n̄l50, ~16!

where the energies of the singlet and the triplet states
defined byT05U13J/4 andT15U2J/4. The last equation
is responsible for determining the chemical potential
given electron densityne . Hereafter we restrict ourselves t
the case at zero temperatureb2150. At zero temperature
the averages of electron densities, mixing amplitude, and
netic energies are given by

Nn̄l[(
ks

^ckls
† ckls&5 (

kms
rkl

mu~m2Ẽkm!, ~17!
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Nr̄[(
ks

^ckAs
† ckBs&5 (

kms
zk

mu~m2Ẽkm!, ~18!

Nē l[(
ks

ekl^ckls
† ckls&5 (

kms
eklrkl

mu~m2Ẽkm!, ~19!

with

rkl
m5

1

2 F 11m
j̃kl2 j̃k l̄

A~ j̃kA2 j̃kB!214ṽ2
G , ~20!

zk
m5

mṽ

A~ j̃kA2 j̃kB!214ṽ2
. ~21!

For simplicity, we use a rectangular density of states~DOS!
with a linear dispersion relation, i.e.,ekl5Wlx/2 for uxu
<1. Then, thek summation in the averages can be carr
out analytically with the integration, 1/N(k→1/2*21

1 dx.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The set of self-consistent equations are solved num
cally. In the following we use parameters,WA52, WB51,
andv50.2 ~eV!. Figure 1 shows the quasiparticle DOS wi
and without interactions,Ul , U, andJ, for D50.2 ~eV! and
ne51.5 corresponding to LiV2O4. The bandwidth is renor-
malized slightly by the intraband Coulomb repulsionUA
5UB5`. However, the renormalization amplitude of th
narrowerB band,qB , remains at the order of 1021 without
the interband repulsion, since each electron favors to plac
different orbitals rather than in the same ones. On the c
trary, with the interband interactionsU53 andJ51 ~eV!, a
strong renormalization takes place and it gives rise to a sh
peak at the Fermi level in the quasiparticle DOS.~Its width is
about 40 K.! Note that both the upper and the lower Hubba
bands cannot be argued in the mean-field approximation.
inset in Fig. 1 shows the quasiparticle DOS for the case
ne50.5 corresponding to LiTi2O4. As is expected, the renor
malization is very weak,qB;0.7.

To elucidate why the interband interaction assists

FIG. 1. The quasiparticle density of states with and witho
interactions for WA52, WB51, v50.2, D50.2 ~eV! and ne

51.5 corresponding to LiV2O4. The inset represents the case
LiTi 2O4 asne50.5.
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strong renormalization, we discuss the limiting cases forne
51.5. In the absence ofH int in Eq. ~1!, a rather large trigona
splitting, i.e., D;WA/4 is required to stabilize the integra
valence in theB band,n̄B . While in the case of the strong
repulsion,UA5UB5`, and U/Wl@1, the interband Cou-
lomb repulsion considerably enhances the difference of e
tron densities between two bands,Dn5n̄B2n̄A , because of
the relationUn̄An̄B5U@ne

22(Dn)2#/4. In this case withd0

;d1 for J/U!1, the renormalization factor vanishes as

qB;
ne21

n̄B

12n̄B

12n̄B/2
. ~22!

Note that in the PAM withU5` the hybridization between
f and conduction electrons is suppressed asV2→qfV

2,
where qf5(12nf)/(12nf /2).23,26,27 We emphasize here
that although the mechanism of strong renormalization
pears similar to that in the PAM, it is totally a new mech
nism that the Kondo limit isdynamicallyprovided by the
interband Coulomb repulsion. It will be shown below th
the integraln̄B can be stabilized even for rather smallD,
which is based on the detailed balance between the kin
energy and the interband Coulomb interaction.

On the other hand, in the case ofJ@(U,Wl), the ampli-
tude of the triplet stated1 becomes as large as possible.
maximum is bounded by 3d1

2<min(n̄A ,n̄B). Thus, in order to
take the largest value,Dn is suppressed. In the limit of larg
J, the probabilities ford0-d2 states, (e2,pl

2,3d1
2) approach

(12ne/2,0,ne/2), respectively. Namely, the system unde
goes a dimerization with a charge order, and the renorm
ization factorql vanishes sincepl→0 in Eq. ~7!.

Figure 2 showsn̄B as a function of the trigonal splitting
D. The intraband Coulomb interactionUA and UB ~circle!

somewhat enhancesn̄B . To stabilize the integral valence
however,D is required as large as that for the case of fr
electrons~square!, i.e., D;0.5 eV. On the other hand, th
interband interaction~triangle! works effectively to stabilize
integral valence even for smallD. Note thatn̄B is almost
unity for D;0.1 eV.

The D dependence of the renormalization factors a
shown in Fig. 3. As expected from the above discussion
the presence of the interband interactions~square!, the B

band is highly renormalized owing ton̄B→1, while the in-

t

FIG. 2. TheD dependence of electron density in theB band for
WA52, WB51, v50.2 ~eV! andne51.5. The comparison amon
three cases shows that the interband interactions effectively w
to stabilize integral valence even for rather smallD.
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traband interactions are almost irrelevant up to relativ
large D ~circle!. It is noted that the upper band is almo
unrenormalized, while the band mixing is also renormaliz
considerably, i.e.,q5AqAqB.

In order to elucidate how the interband interactions red
renormalization factors, we extract the interaction dep
dences of the renormalization factors forD50.2 in Fig. 4. It
is shown that the interband Coulomb interaction~square! ef-
fectively reduces renormalization factors. On the other ha
the Hund’s-rule coupling turns out to be almost irrelevant
J,U ~circle, triangle!. This is in contrast to a simple insigh
that a strong cancellation between the Hund’s-rule coup
and the Kondo exchange coupling considerably reduces
characteristic energy as discussed in Refs. 28 and 29.
cussions are based on the impurity model and hence the
no constraint for the electron density such asne5n̄A1n̄B .
Since a change of Hund’s-rule coupling requires anot
change of parameters to restore a given electron density
parameters must be treated in a self-consistent fashion.
might remove the discrepancy from our result that
Hund’s-rule coupling is almost irrelevant in renormalizatio

IV. SUMMARY

We have shown that the interband Coulomb repuls
plays a significant role to reduce the renormalization fac
strongly, while the Hund’s-rule coupling is almost irreleva
in renormalization forJ,U. Even though both bands ar
rather broad and a splitting between bands is very small,
resultant quasiparticle can have a heavy mass enhance

FIG. 3. TheD dependence of renormalization factors forWA

52, WB51, v50.2 ~eV!, and ne51.5. The B band is highly
renormalized by the interband interactions.
a
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about 102 times since the Kondo limit is dynamically pro
vided by the interband Coulomb repulsion. Although the v
ues obtained by the slave-boson approach may be cha
quantitatively by a more elaborate one, the situation is hig
plausible to account for the heavy-fermion behavior
LiV 2O4 and the enormous differences from LiTi2O4.

Since the heavily renormalized quasiparticle has been
bilized dynamically by the interband Coulomb repulsion,
should couple strongly with orbital fluctuations at high
temperature. The large contribution to the specific heat
served aboveT* 4 is presumably related to the orbital fluc
tuations.

At low temperatured electron systems generally exhibit
long-range order. If a paramagnetic state survives due
reason such as a geometric frustration, one would exp
heavy-fermion behavior in numerousd electron systems. The
resultant quasiparticle holds the possibility of showing fas
nating phenomena such as a superconductivity mediate
orbital fluctuations.
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